
Match This Up!!

Match these words with the sentences on the right.

1.  _______ pollution              a.  Place that we put stuff that
                                                     can be recycled.
2.________ aluminum             b.  Word used to describe water
                                                     that leaks from landfill.
3. ______   landfill                    c.  Name of our worms.
4. ______   Leachate                d.  They can get into the
                                                       landfill & make a mess.
5. ______  Orange peel             e.  We can recycle this.
6.  ______ Redworms                f.  Word used to describe
                                                       mess that people make
                                                        when they litter the earth.
7. ______ Animals                      g.  Type of cans that we can
                                                        recycle.
8.______ Recycling bin              h.  Nutrient that plants need to
                                                         grow.
9. ______Cardboard                   i.  Place that trash goes after
                                                        we throw it into the
                                                         trashcan.
10. ______ Nitrogen                  j.   We feed this to our pet
                                                       worms.



Unscramble This!        Clues:

1. ewsgea                           1. Dirty water and waste is
__________                            known as ________.

2. brocna  exdiod              2.  Plants need this nutrient to
_______________                          grow.

3. mcipsnto                        3. Worms live in a _______ bin.
____________
4. goxnye                            4. We need this gas to survive
__________                                  (O2).
5. lotilunolp                        5. When people litter the
__________                                 earth, their trash is called __.
6. yclerce                             6. We are doing this when we
_______________                           put  our cans into the bin__.
7.artsh                                   7. Stuff found in the
________________                           trashcan is called ____.
8.dwanutroge                       8. Water found in the

     _______________                           landfill is called____.
9.lpitsca                                   9. We can recycle this if
______________                              they have a #1 or #2
                                                      the bottom ______.
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